
MERLIN SOLARPLEX 
MONO HIGH DENSITY 
FLEXI PANELS

With industry-leading guarantees, 
Merlin's MHD SolarPlex range incorporate 
innovative solar cell technology that 
eliminates spacing in the panels by 
overlapping the small cells.  In addition, 
the passive rear solar cell contact 
replaces the conventional electrical 
ribbon seen on the surface of most other 
panels. As a result, more sunlight is 
captured by the cells and shading losses 
and hotspots are reduced. So, the higher 
energy density creates more power in a 
smaller space.  

Certified and tested to ASTM B117-ISO 
9227 standards in an independent 
Certified and tested to ASTM B117-ISO 
9227 standards in an independent 
laboratory, Merlin MHD SolarPlex panels 
have been tested in extreme conditions, 
more hostile than a solar panel will likely 
encounter even in the wildest oceans. 
This is to guarantee that Merlin's MHD 
SolarPlex are the perfect choice for those 
seeking durability and exceptional 
performances.

- Exceptional technology 
 used within the MHD panels allows     
 more sunlight to be captured by the    
 cells, minimising shading losses and    
 hotspots.

- Completely IP67 waterproof      - Completely IP67 waterproof       
 protecting the solar cell circuit from    
 extreme conditions.

- Expert design 
 with a depth of just 2mm making them    with a depth of just 2mm making them   
 the perfect solution for flat, or slightly   
 curved surfaces, where minimising     
 weight is a must. 

- Salt water & UV tested and certified
 to ensure long performance of the      to ensure long performance of the     
 SolarPlex panels in the harshest of     
 environments.

- The greatest amount of bend offered   - The greatest amount of bend offered   
 in a semi-flexible panel, Merlin's      
 SolarPlex MHD panels closely hug a     
 curved surface providing the utmost    
 versatility. 

- Available in a variety of sizes
 from 110w to 290w with a choice of      from 110w to 290w with a choice of     
 top or rear cable entry.

Manufactured using the latest solar cell technology to create super e cient power 
generation, Merlin's Mono High Density (MHD) Flexi Solar Panels are hard wearing and 
ultra lightweight which makes it perfect for a campervan or boat.
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